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Muted during presentations

Unmute if you’d like to talk

For questions & comments

use the Chat box

Turn on your video

If you have the bandwidth

#ARDCSkills2020 We welcome little people

& pets

Come prepared to contribute

and have fun!



We acknowledge and celebrate the 
First Australians on whose traditional 

lands we meet, and 
we pay our respect to the elders 

past and present. We extend that 
respect to Aboriginal and Torres Strait 

Islander peoples joining us today.



The Australian Research Data Commons purpose is to: 

Provide Australian researchers with a competitive 
advantage through data



An Australian Research Data Commons

ARDC (the organisation) is working in concert with its partners to 
deliver the Australian Research Data Commons (the commons), which 
brings together people, data, skills, and resources to enable 
researchers to conduct world class data-intensive research.

The Commons is creating transformational change in the research 
data ecosystem, increasing the coherence and interoperability of 
existing investments and thereby increasing the effectiveness and 
efficiency of the system for researchers and producing more impactful 
outcomes for the nation.

ARDC Strategic Plan (2019-2023)



Transformational change…

“And that is how change happens. 
One gesture. One person. One 

moment at a time.”

― Libba Bray, The Sweet Far Thing

https://www.goodreads.com/work/quotes/3072872


One researcher + Python = change

A trainee’s story…

James Broadbent is an analytical 
chemist – part of a Molecular 
Analysis team at CSIRO. 

His team specialises in proteome 
analysis, the large scale 
investigation of proteins.



Peptide specificity in the UniProt

Food contaminants are a common cause of allergic reaction. 

James’ team specialises in the detection of food components 
or contaminants using the analytical chemistry technique 
known as liquid chromatography – mass spectrometry.

Specific components are called peptides. 

Compounds called bio-polymers are produced when proteins 
are chopped into smaller pieces using an enzyme.

This action results in peptide sequences – specific to a single 
protein or found in multiple different proteins and/or species.

Knowing the species is important for detecting and 
quantifying contaminants.



Peptide specificity in the UniProt
Digital Toolbox:
• Python 

• Jupyter Notebooks environment
• Python libraries

• For Requests
• APIs that interact with 

UniProt
• Code built to access large 

volumes of data via APIs 
(~500,000,000 sequences)

• For data munging
• For data manipulation
• For data visualisation

• Regex – cleaned the noise from the 
data served up by the UniProt API



Peptide specificity in the UniProt
James reflects:

“Now when I’m looking at any specific 
task the first thing that I do is ask 
myself: “Am I better off scripting this?”; 
my manager has also started to ask the 
same thing and we’re really changing 
the way our team works when it comes 
to data analysis and saving time!”



James    
Skills Landscape…

Why create a Skills 
Landscape?



What is the eResearch & Data Skills Landscape?

The Landscape approach is one way of classifying research data skills – concepts, 
principles and relationships. Some might call it a…

Data Skills Taxonomy



What does the Skills Landscape help us do?

Helps us answer some of the following questions:

• What data skills are needed for data-intensive research?

• What skills and capability levels are needed for the various data-

related roles?

• Who is developing and delivering these skills development programs?

• Is there overlap and duplication? 

• Are there gaps?



Australia’s eResearch & Data Skills Landscape
Why develop a Skills Landscape?

To identify: 
• Data skills
• Skills ARDC focuses on
• Skills others in the sector focus on
• Overlaps and gaps

Who is the Skills Landscape for?

• Skills training developers & trainers
• Data Stewards
• Researchers, but not directly

Other considerations:
• Skills Landscape takes a course/unit view
• Slides 2 to 6 focus on a generalised identification 

of skills, not roles
• Slide 8 describes four key/generalised roles
• Roles are not exclusive, i.e. an individual could 

undertake more than one data role at a time

Points to note:
• Data Integrity happens because of good 

DG, FAIR & DM
• Data Sovereignty is captured under Gov 

policy & legislation
• Change management -> Cultural change –

important, but a separate set of skills



Communities for skills and workforce developmentCommunities for skills and workforce development

Data Stewardship SkillsData Stewardship Skills

Data GovernanceData Governance

Data ManagementData Management

Policies & StandardsPolicies & Standards

Working with DataWorking with Data Preserving DataPreserving Data

Data Generation and Use SkillsData Generation and Use Skills

Data MethodsData Methods Data InfrastructuresData Infrastructures

FAIR Data PrinciplesFAIR Data Principles

Discovery & ReuseDiscovery & Reuse
FAIR Technical 
Environment

FAIR Technical 
Environment

FAIR OutputsFAIR Outputs



Question 1 for the audience:

What skills do you think ARDC should focus on to enable users to gain 
greatest benefit from the Commons?

Keep in mind:
• ARDC’s remit for delivering the Commons is shared with our partners
• ARDC is not a training organisation (not funded for this purpose)
• ARDC’s Skilled Workforce team is currently 3 FTE

Menti.com
Code: 77 22 28 1



Data Governance SkillsData Governance Skills

Policies & StandardsPolicies & Standards

Funders & Publishers PoliciesFunders & Publishers Policies

Government Policies/LegislationGovernment Policies/Legislation

Intellectual PropertyIntellectual PropertyInstitutional PoliciesInstitutional Policies

The process of creating and complying with data standards and policies which manage the availability, usability, 
integrity, use, and security of data. Effective data governance ensures that data is consistent and trustworthy, 

doesn't get misused, and generates value for the data owner(s).

Research IntegrityResearch Integrity

Data Stewardship SkillsData Stewardship Skills

Trust CertificationTrust Certification

Trainer / EducatorTrainer / Educator
Materials / 

Infrastructure
Materials / 

Infrastructure
Train the TrainerTrain the Trainer



FAIR Data Principles SkillsFAIR Data Principles Skills

FAIR OutputsFAIR Outputs

Persistent IdentifiersPersistent Identifiers

Discovery & ReuseDiscovery & Reuse

MetadataMetadata

FAIR Tech EnvironmentsFAIR Tech Environments

Standardised Communications ProtocolsStandardised Communications Protocols

Terms of AccessTerms of Access

Semantic ResourcesSemantic Resources

Open FormatsOpen Formats

Repositories & Discovery PortalsRepositories & Discovery Portals

LicensingLicensing

ProvenanceProvenance

Data Stewardship SkillsData Stewardship Skills

Skills that are useful to create and use FAIR (Findable, Accessible, Interoperable, and Reuseable) data outputs and 
infrastructures that enhance the ability of machines and people to find, access, and use or reuse data. 

These skills help facilitate trust through improved transparency and reproducibility. 

Trainer / EducatorTrainer / Educator
Materials / 

Infrastructure
Materials / 

Infrastructure
Train the TrainerTrain the Trainer



Question for the audience:

At your organisation –
Are you including FAIR Data Principles in your training?

Menti.com
Code: 77 22 28 1



Data Management SkillsData Management Skills

Preserving Data

Retention & Discovery 
Infrastructures

Retention & Discovery 
Infrastructures

The operational management and oversight of data assets to help provide users with high-quality data that is easily 
accessible in a manner consistent with the data governance framework, i.e. these are tactical skills.

Working with Data

Planning for Data 
Management 

Planning for Data 
Management 

Accessing & StoringAccessing & Storing

Moving DataMoving Data

CategorisingCategorising
Appraising, Selecting & 
Disposing of Outputs

Appraising, Selecting & 
Disposing of Outputs

Data Stewardship SkillsData Stewardship Skills

Applying Local ProtocolsApplying Local Protocols

Managing over Long-
term

Managing over Long-
term

WorkflowsWorkflows

Structuring DataStructuring Data

Cleaning & ValidatingCleaning & Validating

Citing & TrackingCiting & Tracking

Handling Sensitive DataHandling Sensitive Data

Preparing & Packaging 
Outputs

Preparing & Packaging 
Outputs

Trainer / EducatorTrainer / Educator
Materials / 

Infrastructure
Materials / 

Infrastructure
Train the TrainerTrain the Trainer



Data Generation & Use SkillsData Generation & Use Skills

Data MethodsData Methods

Compilation, Derivation & 
Aggregation

Compilation, Derivation & 
Aggregation

Simulation & ModellingSimulation & Modelling

Data InfrastructuresData Infrastructures

Data RepositoriesData Repositories

Data PortalsData Portals

Platforms/Facilities/
Resources

Platforms/Facilities/
Resources

Access ManagementAccess Management

Skills which are useful for researchers and other data generators to ensure their data is, at the outset, structured 
and managed in such a way as to facilitate (re)use, high quality, and reflection of impact.

Collection & CaptureCollection & Capture

Citation & Impact TrackingCitation & Impact Tracking

Data Stewardship SkillsData Stewardship Skills

Policies & StandardsPolicies & Standards

Working with DataWorking with Data

FAIR OutputsFAIR Outputs

Reproducibility & 
Replication

Reproducibility & 
Replication

Data Visualisation & 
Storytelling

Data Visualisation & 
Storytelling

Data AnalyticsData Analytics

Trainer / EducatorTrainer / Educator
Materials / 

Infrastructure
Materials / 

Infrastructure
Train the TrainerTrain the Trainer



Roles (bearing in mind people and organisations often cover more than one of these roles)

Data Owner:

Possesses and/or is responsible for data. The control of data includes not just the ability to access, create, modify, 
package, derive benefit from, sell or remove data, but also the right to assign these access privileges to others.

Data Owner:

Possesses and/or is responsible for data. The control of data includes not just the ability to access, create, modify, 
package, derive benefit from, sell or remove data, but also the right to assign these access privileges to others.

Data User / Generator:

Generates, accesses and/or analyses data to derive a conclusion within a data governance framework that benefits 
from the tools, resources, skills and workflows provided by data stewards. These processes may result in data 
ownership.

Data User / Generator:

Generates, accesses and/or analyses data to derive a conclusion within a data governance framework that benefits 
from the tools, resources, skills and workflows provided by data stewards. These processes may result in data 
ownership.

Data Governor:

Defines the availability, usability, integrity and security of data, based on data standards and policies that also control 
data usage. Effective data governance ensures that data and data use are consistent and trustworthy and generate 
benefit for the data owner(s).

Data Governor:

Defines the availability, usability, integrity and security of data, based on data standards and policies that also control 
data usage. Effective data governance ensures that data and data use are consistent and trustworthy and generate 
benefit for the data owner(s).

Data Steward:

Manages data as an asset to help provide data users with high-quality data that is accessible in a manner consistent 
with the data governance framework, and to provide data generators with workflows, tools, skills, and resources for 
creating well-curated and appropriately accessible data sets.

Data Steward:

Manages data as an asset to help provide data users with high-quality data that is accessible in a manner consistent 
with the data governance framework, and to provide data generators with workflows, tools, skills, and resources for 
creating well-curated and appropriately accessible data sets.





Awareness Beginner Intermediate Advanced









Who is providing these skills?

Activity - Skills Providers mapping

https://tinyurl.com/y4hgt8l9



Circling back to the beginning

Provide Australian 
researchers with a 

competitive 
advantage 

through data



#ARDCSkills2020

Topic hashtags:
● #eResearchSkills
● #DataSkills
● #SoftwareSkills
● #Trainingresources

Group hashtag: #NeRDSkills

Hashtags

Day 1: Monday 26 October - Next Session

Session 3.30pm  (AEDT)

Community Networking – via 
Runtheworld

ARDC’s Annual Satisfaction Survey –
launched today! ardc.edu.au/survey


